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Chapter 2501: Super Generous 

"Young master, do you want to subdue them?" 

 these guys are all soldiers of greataxe city, " Lockheed quickly reminded.  they might not be loyal to 

you!  

"Master!"  we still have important things to do, " Baili tiantu reminded.  I'm afraid we'll cause more 

trouble if we bring them along!  

Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque were also frowning. They did not agree with Chen Xiaobei's decision to 

recruit these people."Xiao bei, our next operation is of great importance! It can be said to be an 

absolute secret. You can't bring untrustworthy people with you!" 

"Ha, you guys are too nervous!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, " "I didn't say I wanted to subdue them. I just wanted to ask them for a 

small favor!" 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the verdant Emperor's divine gourd. 

It was obvious that the number of insects with sufficient lifespan was decreasing, and Chen Xiaobei 

needed someone else to activate the sunlight cache. 

At this moment, all of them were one-star earth Immortals. The thousand rhinos were also in the 

primordial soul realm. 

Their average lifespan was around 10000 years, which was just enough to activate the sunlight cache. 

"All of you, listen up!" 

 there's a planet inside this gourd. There's a magical item on it. I'll send you there!  Every one of you, 

including your mounts, will take turns to activate that magical equipment for a hundred minutes. After 

you're done, I'll let you go!" 

Activating the sunlight cache for a minute would cost them 100 years of their lifespan. If Chen Xiaobei 

asked them to activate it for 100 minutes each, they would have used up almost all of their lifespans, 

but they would not die! 

Chen Xiaobei would definitely release them after this. 

In this way, the sunlight cache could continue to operate, and these guys could survive! 

 I'll send you over now. Those who are willing, don't resist in your hearts!  Chen Xiaobei opened the 

verdant Emperor's divine gourd and activated its special ability. 

At this moment, those berserk rhinoceros Warriors had already been roasted by the purple-gold fire 

Dragon until they were dizzy and dazed. They couldn't wait to escape from the range of the purple-gold 

fire Dragon. 
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Moreover, their lives were in Chen Xiaobei's hands. If they rejected Chen Xiaobei, they would most likely 

die as well. 

Now that things had come to this, they had no other choice. 

Without any resistance, the Mad rhinoceros Warriors were all sucked into the verdant Emperor's divine 

gourd. 

As for those berserk rhinoceros, they were all the spirit beasts of the berserk rhinoceros Warriors. Since 

their Masters did not resist, the spirit beasts naturally did not resist as well, and were similarly taken in. 

"Done!" 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and took out the heaven and earth furnace. He threw the dark steel armor and 

battle axe into the furnace and started to refine them! 

At the same time, there were more than 1000 storage bracelets on the ground! 

It was simply too hot, and the berserk rhinoceros Warriors threw them on the ground. 

Chen Xiaobei did not hold back. He gathered all the storage bracelets and took out all the spiritual 

stones. He threw the rest of the resources into the heaven and earth furnace and refined them all. 

 these 1000 people are really poor. They don't even have a million upper spiritual stones!  

Chen Xiaobei accepted the spiritual stones, feeling a little disappointed. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was so rich that one million was not even enough to fill the gaps between his 

teeth. 

"One million and you call that poor?" 

Six-eared macaque pouted and complained, "  we can't even take out a hundred spirit stones. Don't you 

think we're going to hide in the toilet and cry? " 

"Ah?" Chen Xiaobei asked, " "Liu er, if you have something to say, say it! We're all brothers, why beat 

around the bush?" 

"Then I'll just say it!" 

"Zhao Yun and I don't have enough spiritual stones," six-eared macaque said."Although I have a six-star 

earth-god weapon, the mountain and river fan, I don't have enough spiritual stones to activate it! Zhao 

Yun earned a few spiritual stones as a green ash soldier, but he had used up most of them in the battle 

just now!" 

"This ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback.  "I've really overlooked this! I never thought of this problem! Didn't Baili 

tiantu have spirit stones? Why don't you take it out?" 

 uh ...  Baili tiantu was stunned and said awkwardly, "  Mr. Liu er and Mr. Zhao didn't tell me that they 

were short of spiritual stones ...  



"Forget it, you can't be blamed for this!" 

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and took out two storage bracelets. He placed 10 million upper spiritual 

stones in each bracelet and gave them to Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque. 

"So ... So many ..." 

 six-eared macaque and Zhao Yun received the storage bracelets and were both shocked. 

"Xiaobei! Don't be like this ..." 

 I just want some spiritual stones for self-protection, " six-eared macaque said.  you don't have to give 

me so many!  

"Yup! "This is really too much ..." Zhao Yun was also a little embarrassed. 

Ten million upper spiritual stones was equivalent to 100 billion lower spiritual stones. In the earthly 

calamity star sea, it was equivalent to the wealth of ten major forces. 

Chen Xiaobei's generosity had six-eared macaque and Zhao Yun overwhelmed. 

"We're all brothers, don't stand on ceremony with me!" 

 it was my fault, " Chen Xiaobei said.  if you ever need spiritual stones again, just tell me. I'll supply you 

with an unlimited amount!  

Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque nodded their heads heavily and dropped the formalities. 

It was enough to keep the Brotherhood in mind. There was no need to talk about it all the time. 

Of course, since Chen Xiaobei was so generous to his brothers, Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque would 

not let him down. 

Lockheed and Baili tiantu were very envious of Chen Xiaobei. If they could become Chen Xiaobei's 

brothers like Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque, that would be great! 

"By the way, Lockheed, do you still have spirit stones?" he asked. Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Me?" 

Lockheed did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be so concerned about his condition. 

 my storage bracelet was taken by Neos's slave. I have nothing now ...  Lockheed said helplessly. 

"Come! This is for you!" 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei took out a huge saber from his infinite space ring and handed it to 

Lockheed. 

It was a four-star earth-god instrument that Chen Xiaobei had found in the beiming family's Treasury. 

In the past, after Chen Xiaobei had ransacked the treasure vault, he would not even think twice about 

melting down items of this level. 



But this time, when Chen Xiaobei emptied out the beiming family's Treasury, he kept all the resources 

and did not recycle them. 

Resources were one of the foundations of a force! It was also an important condition for recruiting 

talents and gathering people's hearts! 

The resources that Chen Xiaobei had left behind could be put to good use now! 

"Young master! "This ... This is too valuable ... I can't accept a reward without doing anything ..." 

Lockheed shook his head. 

"Take it! This is nothing. If there are better earth-god instruments in the future, I'll give them to you!" 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei hand over the saber, he also took out a storage bracelet and placed 10 million 

upper spiritual stones into Lockheed's hand. 

"Young master ... Thank you for your kindness!" 

Lockheed's body trembled. He was so touched that his eyes turned red. He knelt on the ground and said 

with utmost sincerity, " "I've worked for the city for more than ten years, and I've never received such a 

generous reward! Young master's kindness is as heavy as a mountain. Even if I die ten thousand times, 

it's not enough to repay you!" 

There was no doubt that Lockheed was completely devoted to Chen Xiaobei and had even gradually 

become Chen Xiaobei's believer! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei had enough resources, he would be able to recruit a hundred, ten thousand, or 

even a hundred million loyal subordinates like Lockheed in the near future! 

At that time, it would be easy to unify the Nanzhan state! 

Chen Xiaobei looked into the depths of the mountains and sea.  "Go! Follow me to take down four 

element Royal City!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2502: Everyone Unconscious 

After giving away the 30 million high-grade spiritual stones, Chen Xiaobei was left with 752 million. 

To Chen Xiaobei, this kind of expenditure was completely acceptable. 

Furthermore, he could guarantee the safety of his brothers and underlings. This money was definitely 

worth it. 

………… 

After that, the group of people quickly entered the vast mountains and seas. 

Initially, with Baili tiantu's route map and Lockheed's experience in the mountains and forests, the group 

had a smooth journey and did not encounter any resistance. 

However, as they went deeper into the mountains and seas, Baili tiantu's map became more and more 

unreliable. It was full of mistakes and missing a lot of parts. 
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Lockheed's experience wasn't enough to deal with more and more complex environments. Lockheed 

had never even heard of many extremely fast situations. 

"It seems that we have to slow down!" 

Chen Xiaobei stopped and said, " "Right now, the terrain is becoming more and more complicated. Not 

only are there demon beasts running amuck, but there are also venomous swamp and quicksand 

Earthfire! We have to be extra careful. The further we go, the more dangerous it will be!" 

 the vast mountains and seas are boundless. There are all kinds of wonders!   not even the greatest 

warrior can travel to every corner of the mountains and seas, " Lockheed said.  countless unknown 

dangers await us. We do have to be careful!  

Everyone nodded in agreement. 

 Xiaobei, how far do you think we are from four element Royal City? " Six-eared macaque asked. 

"At this rate, I'm afraid it'll take us another month to get there ..." Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Why don't we use flying swords?" Baili tiantu asked in confusion. 

"Because the map in the crystal is only a rough map! There are more than a dozen marked points hidden 

in the dense forest. We can't see them at all if we fly in the sky!" 

 I'm not sure!  Chen Xiaobei explained, " we can only reach our destination by walking and finding every 

marking point!  

 if that's the case, then we still have a long way to go ...  six-eared macaque sighed."It'll be New Year's 

Eve in nine days. We'll be spending the new year in the deep mountains and old forests!" 

 there's nothing we can do about it ...  Chen Xiaobei said helplessly. He had wanted to find the four 

element Royal City, rebuild it, and celebrate the new year with everyone. 

However, based on the current situation, it was impossible to find the four Xiang Royal City in the short 

term. 

Chen Xiaobei's plan was going to be ruined. 

"That's not right!" 

 however, at that moment, the silent Zhao Yun suddenly spoke, "  although we're walking, we're 

basically maintaining the speed of a one-star earth-god, which is not slow!  

"Brother Zilong, have you found anything?" Chen Xiaobei's ears perked up. 

"That's obvious! The four Xiang royal cities often needed to use their troops to fight in all directions! We 

can't possibly spend a month to leave the vast mountains and seas every time we send out our troops, 

right?" 

Zhao Yun said,"as the saying goes, speed is the most important in war!" Every time they marched, it 

would take a month. Not only was it a waste of time and money, but many major fighter planes would 

be missed! This is a great taboo for the militarists!" 



"Yeah!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up.  brother Zilong, you're really an expert in leading an Army! You've hit the nail 

on the head!  

"What are you guys talking about? "Why can't I understand ..." Baili tiantu was confused. 

"You're so silly!" 

Chen Xiaobei explained, " speed is the most important in war! The four element royal cities are deep in 

the vast core region of the mountains and seas. There is only one way to quickly send troops to war, and 

that is to take a shortcut!" 

"Yes, yes, yes!" Upon hearing this, Baili tiantu suddenly came to a realization and said, "  there must be a 

shortcut in this mountain. Only then can the four Xiang Royal city's Army kill their way out of the 

mountain at the fastest speed!  

"That being said, where should we go to find such a shortcut?" Six-eared macaque said, frowning. 

 this ...  Baili tiantu's expression froze, and he was at a loss again. 

Sister Yun shook her head helplessly."The mountains and seas are vast and boundless. Trying to find that 

small shortcut is no different from looking for a needle in a haystack!" 

Rockhid scratched his head, but there was nothing he could do. 

"I got it!" 

Just when everyone was at their wits 'end, Chen Xiaobei suddenly became excited.  "Since this shortcut 

is used by the four elements Royal City to send troops, the exit must be at the outermost area of the 

vast mountains and seas! In addition, there must be roads or Plains that are suitable for rapid 

marching!" 

"Xiaobei is right!" 

Hearing this, sister Yun also grew excited."Since we're going to send troops, we naturally have to go 

directly outside the mountain! Immediately after that, we will need roads and Plains to further ensure 

the speed of the Army!" 

Six-eared macaque immediately understood.  "First of all, it has to be at the outermost perimeter of the 

mountains and seas! Secondly, it had to be close to the great Dao or the plains! A place that meets these 

two conditions at the same time might be able to find a shortcut to the four Xiang Royal City!" 

Lockheed!  Chen Xiaobei turned to look at her. 

"Understood!" 

Lockseed understood and immediately took out a map.  "I know three locations that meet these two 

conditions! Moreover, I think that the location near the breezy Plains is the most likely!" 



Lockheed was clearly an experienced warrior. He would often enter the vast mountains and seas to 

carry out missions. No one was more familiar with the outer regions of the mountains and seas than 

Lockheed! 

"The breezy Plains?" Chen Xiaobei looked at her and asked, " "Tell me in detail!" 

 first of all, the breezy Plains is close to the vast mountains and seas. Secondly, the entire Plains are flat, 

and both infantry and cavalry can quickly attack!  

 the point is, " Lockheed said in a deep voice.  on the breezy Plains, there used to be the ruins of an 

ancient country. Later generations found hundreds of destroyed giant teleportation formations there!  

 a giant teleportation array?!  

Chen Xiaobei said, " "Then it can't be wrong! The Army of the four Xiang Royal City once swept through 

half of the Nanzhan state. The Army that set out went through these teleportation arrays to the 

battlefield hundreds of millions of miles away!" 

"I still have a question!" Baili tiantu asked weakly,"why did the four element Supreme King build the 

transmitting formation on the breezy Plains?" Wouldn't it be more convenient to build it directly in the 

capital?" 

"Stupid!" 

"This is for the safety of the palace!" Chen Xiaobei said. If the enemy comes from the other side of the 

teleportation array, they can only destroy the cities on the breezy Plains at most, but they can't find the 

location of the four Xiang Royal City!" 

"I see!"  that's right!  Baili tiantu suddenly realized.  if this is the case, we'll definitely be able to find that 

mysterious shortcut near the breeze Prairie. It'll let us go directly to the four elements Royal City!  

"That's right!  the possibility of that is very, very high ... Uh ...  Chen Xiaobei's face changed."Everyone, 

hold your breath ..." 

Before he could finish his sentence, Chen Xiaobei fell unconscious to the ground. 

Then, the others fell to the ground one after another, unconscious. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2503: The Witch Tribe 

"Terrible! Why did bro bei faint?!" 

Xiao 'er quickly climbed out of Chen Xiaobei's body and looked around. He suddenly heard footsteps 

approaching. 

"Not good! Bro bei had been ambushed! It must be Shen Gongbao!" 

Xiao 'er quickly took the infinite space ring and the ten thousand Beast Ring from Chen Xiaobei's hand, 

held them in his arms and flew away. 
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In such a situation, the waiter was definitely not Shen Gongbao's match! Of course, he could not save 

Chen Xiaobei and the others! 

The only way was to take Chen Xiaobei's storage bracelet! 

Shen Gongbao wanted all of Chen Xiaobei's trump cards. Perhaps Xiao 'er could use the storage bracelet 

to negotiate with Shen Gongbao and Exchange for Chen Xiaobei! 

"Eh? Who were those people? It looks so strange ..." 

However, when the waiter hid in the bushes, he did not see Shen gongpao. Instead, he saw a group of 

very special humans. 

The clothes on those people were all made of animal skin. The workmanship was rough and not 

particular at all! Her feet were bare, and she did not even wear shoes! 

The main point was that their faces were all painted with ancient and mysterious patterns! 

At first glance, these people looked a little like the legendary Wizards, but also a little like the savages in 

the mountains and forests! 

"Could it be that they are not Shen Gongbao's men?" 

The waiter composed himself and continued to observe those people in the dark. 

"Lord shaman! These guys have all been poisoned by our colorless and odorless bewilderment Gu 

poison, what should we do now?" 

A young barbarian came forward to check and then turned around to report. 

The middle-aged man who was called the shaman frowned and said, "  they're heading for the four 

element Royal City. Furthermore, they've already guessed the shortcut to the royal city. They're here 

with ill intentions, so we can't let them off easily!  

"Then kill them! To prevent the secret from being leaked!" The young man was very decisive. 

"No!" 

Wu Shinan shook his head and said,"they've already travelled millions of miles into the vast mountains 

and seas!" You've entered the territory of our heavenly poison tribe! It was impossible for ordinary 

people to do so! And I just heard them mention Jingshi!" 

"What do you mean?" The young man asked in confusion. 

"Bring them back!" 

 I have to find out the origin of the crystal, " Wu Shinan said.  I also have to confirm how many people 

know the secret of the four Xiang Royal City!  

"Yes, sir!" 

The young man waved his hand, and a few of his companions immediately ran over and carried Chen 

Xiaobei and the others into the deeper parts of the forest! 



"A shaman? The sky poison tribe?" 

From afar, the waiter could finally confirm."These people have nothing to do with Shen Gongbao! But, 

why did they want to ambush bro bei? Why do you care so much about the secret of four element Royal 

City?" 

Xiao 'Er Bai could not figure it out. He composed himself and quickly flew up, following behind the group 

of savages. 

Since Chen Xiaobei's infinite space ring and infinite Beast Ring were still with him, Xiao 'er just had to 

find an opportunity to deliver them to Chen Xiaobei and the situation would be turned around. 

…… 

After some time, the group of savages entered a forest surrounded by mountains. 

The waiter followed her in and was instantly stunned. 

He had never expected that there would be a huge Savage tribe surrounded by mountains! 

No! 

The word 'barbarian' was no longer suitable for them! 

From this huge tribe, it could be seen that they had their own unique civilization! 

The buildings and streets were orderly, the people were polite and courteous, and customs and rules 

were everywhere. All of these were things that the barbarians could not compare to! 

"The heavenly poison tribe! It's so big!" 

The waiter flew in the air and couldn't help but exclaim, " "Although it can't be compared to the main 

cities in the earth-god Realm, I estimate that there are at least tens of millions of people in this tribe! 

This is really too surprising!" 

After that, the waiter followed Wu Shinan and the rest through half of the tribe. 

The commoners along the way were extremely respectful to Wu Shinan. They would bow deeply and 

sincerely greet him the moment they saw him! 

Even the young men behind Wu Shinan were respected by the people. They were greeted with respect 

wherever they went! 

The waiter heard that the people called those young people 'wizard apprentices'! 

"A shaman? A wizard apprentice? Could this place be a tribal area of the wizard race?" 

The waiter made a guess and was shocked.  "It must be like this! The people of the Sorcerer tribe 

regarded the ancestors of sorcery as their absolute faith! Shamans and apprentices are probably at the 

entry level, but even so, they are still respected by the people!" 

Thinking of this, the waiter's mood immediately fluctuated and he could not calm down. 

Xiao 'er had been with Chen Xiaobei for a long time, so he had some understanding of the witch tribe. 



He had never expected that there would be a tribe of the Sorcerer tribe in the depths of the vast 

mountains and seas. It was simply unbelievable. 

 come to think of it, bro bei has some connections with the witch race. Please don't let the flood destroy 

the temple of the Dragon King. He's trying to harm his own people!  

The waiter started to get worried. He increased his speed and followed closely behind Wu Shinan and 

the rest. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei, Zhao Yun, and the others were locked up in a prison. 

Zhao Yun, six-eared macaque, Baili tiantu, and Lockheed's storage bracelets had all been taken away. 

All they found on Chen Xiaobei's body was a mobile phone. The witch who searched him did not even 

bother to take it and left it with Chen Xiaobei. 

Because the witch's apprentice had been guarding the cell, and Chen Xiaobei had not woken up. 

Therefore, the waiter didn't dare to get close. He could only hide in the dark and wait for an 

opportunity. 

After a period of time. 

Wu Shinan brought an old man into the prison. 

"Lord Magus! The five people I caught today are all here!" Wu Shinan said respectfully. 

The old man's title was wizard, so his rank was obviously higher. 

His hair and beard were all white, and he had a calm aura, giving off a feeling of virtue and prestige. 

"Yes, you did well!" 

The old Magus nodded and then waved his hand. No one could tell how he was casting the spell. 

However, Chen Xiaobei and the others woke up one after another. 

"Eh? What happened just now ... What is this place ... Why are we locked up ... And we don't have any 

strength at all ..." 

 Zhao Yun, six-eared macaque, and Lockheed opened their eyes in a daze, only to find that they were 

chained up. They could not use any strength, and their Yuan Shen could not circulate their true Yuan. 

"What's going on? What was going on? Let me go? Let me go ..." 

Baili tiantu screamed as soon as he opened his eyes. His fragile state of mind made him fall into fear 

instantly. He was extremely nervous. 

"Shut up!" 

Chen Xiaobei shouted, " "We were poisoned earlier ... Now, we're prisoners!" 

As soon as he said this, everyone's eyes became serious and focused on the old Magus. 



It was obvious that the answer lay in this old man! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2504: All Trash 

"You're their leader, right?" 

The old wizard looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei was the youngest in the group, his reaction and aura were the most 

outstanding. 

The old shaman had seen many people and had a unique vision. He immediately locked onto Chen 

Xiaobei. 

"I guess so." 

Chen Xiaobei was calm and fearless. He asked, " "What enmity is there between us? Why did you 

capture us and bring us here?" 

The old Magus 'expression froze. He didn't expect that the youngest of them would be able to remain 

calm in the face of danger. His state of mind was really strong! 

 the reason why I caught you is because you know a secret that you shouldn't know!  

The old wizard said in a deep voice, " the vast mountains and seas are boundless. The mountain roads 

are winding and confusing. You were able to follow the correct route and approach the four Xiang Royal 

City step by step. You should have relied on the guidance of a crystal!  

"That's right." Chen Xiaobei nodded without hiding anything. 

Obviously, this old Magus was a smart person, and lying in front of a smart person would only make him 

seem petty. 

"Where is the crystal?" The old Magus asked. 

"I can't tell you that!" "If I tell you, do you think we'll be able to survive?" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"If you don't want to tell me, you won't be able to live either!" The old shaman's tone was cold as he 

tried to intimidate Chen Xiaobei. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not affected at all. The old shaman's aura was like air, invisible to the naked 

eye. 

 this ...  the old sorcerer looked embarrassed. While no one was paying attention, he quickly retracted 

his pressure. 

It would be too embarrassing if the dignified chief Magus of the sky poison tribe couldn't even 

intimidate a little kid. 

"Young man!" 
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The old Sorcerer's tone softened a little, and he said seriously, " "This old master hopes that you can tell 

me the whereabouts of the crystal, and tell this old master how many people know the secret of the 

crystal! If you're willing to cooperate, I might let you go!" 

"Let us go first, then I'll tell you!" Chen Xiaobei raised his brows, not showing any sign of weakness. 

"You little brat!" 

 the Lord wizard is already doing you a great favor by letting you go!  the shaman shouted.  don't you 

dare ask for more!  

"Heh, if you don't let him go, I won't tell you!" Chen Xiaobei smiled evilly and said, " "At most, you can 

lock me up and support me for a lifetime!" 

"You little brat! Do you think we're vegetarians?" 

"You've entered the sky poison tribe's death cell. I have ten thousand ways to make you speak!" Wu 

Shinan shouted. 

"Heh, you're very pretentious! There are actually 10000 ways?" Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and 

laughed, " "Come on! Please start your performance!" 

"You little brat! How dare you not put me in your eyes!" 

"I'm the chief shaman of the sky poison tribe!" Wu Shinan shouted angrily. His strength was equivalent 

to a four-star earth-god of the human race! I'm proficient in voodoo spells and poison, and I can make 

you beg for death with a snap of my fingers!" 

"I'll use your best method! Don't show any mercy!" Chen Xiaobei's lips curled into an evil smile. 

As soon as he said that, everyone around him couldn't help but frown. 

"You little brat! You're simply too pretentious! If you don't beg for mercy today, I, Li Shuo, will take your 

surname!" Wu Shinan's eyes widened in anger, as if his entire body was shrouded in rage. 

The old shaman's eyes turned cold. He was also furious at Chen Xiaobei's attitude. He had never seen 

such a pretentious person. 

"Master! Don't force yourself!" Baili tiantu said in fear, "  our true Qi and physical strength have been 

sealed. We are like fish on an anvil, waiting to be slaughtered. You are using your life to act tough!  

Lockheed was also nervous.  "Young master! You're really too willful! In the current situation, not only 

are you not admitting defeat, you're even mocking your oppoints...This... This is just courting death!" 

"Xiaobei! What are you thinking?" 

At that moment, even Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque were getting nervous."We are all prisoners 

now! Is it really good for you to be so strong?" 

"You're a young man!" 

 of course not!  Chen Xiaobei chuckled.  I'll never admit defeat in this lifetime!  



"Pretentious! I'd like to see how long you can laugh for, you little brat!" Wu Shinan's expression turned 

cold. With a flip of his hand, he took out a strange-looking bug! 

The bug looked like a golden silkworm, but it was a strange blood-red color. It had eight eyes on its head 

and fangs like iron hooks and spikes. Although it was small, it exuded a terrifying aura that was not 

inferior to that of a ferocious beast! 

 what ... What's that?!  

Baili tiantu swallowed his saliva, his face pale. Just the aura of the little bug was enough to make him 

feel uneasy and fearful. 

 this is the heartbreak Gu that I have spent a lot of effort to cultivate!  

Wu Shinan raised his chin and said proudly, "  as long as I plant the heart shattering Gu on this brat, his 

bones, tendons, and muscles will be slowly crushed by the heart shattering Gu!  

"Finally, the heartbreak Gu will bite his heart and tear his chest apart! The rotten flesh that was 

previously bitten will spray out from the crack, leaving behind only a smelly skin!" 

"The main point is that the speed of the heart shattering Gu's bite is not fast, but the process is 

extremely painful! That little brat could clearly feel his body being bit into pieces. Every second, he 

would feel a terrible pain as if his heart was being pierced and his flesh was being cut!" 

Wu Shinan laughed evilly, " I've calculated it before. It takes seven days and seven nights for the heart 

shattering Gu to completely crush a person. However, I've never seen anyone survive the first day!  Just 

the pain alone is enough to kill a person!" 

"My God ... What a strange insect!  I've never even heard of it before ... Childe, you're in big trouble ...  

Lockheed's heart clenched. He was already worried about Chen Xiaobei. 

At the same time, Baili tiantu was so scared that his face turned pale and he could not say a word. 

Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque looked at each other. They had already guessed that the little bug was 

a legendary venomous insect unique to the Sorcerer tribe! 

Even the heavenly court was afraid of the Sorcerer tribe, so the power of Wu Gu was obvious. 

Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque knew the truth. Naturally, they became even more nervous."Xiaobei! 

You can't joke about this! Others may not know the power of witchcraft, but you do." 

In an instant, everyone was shocked by the heart breaking Gu. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei's ethereal force and physical strength were both sealed, and he did not have any 

trump cards. If he was implanted with the heart breaking Gu, he would not be able to survive. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was as calm as ever. He smiled and said, "  hehe, I'm not targeting anyone. All Gu 

worms below the heaven realm are trash!  

Everyone was shocked by his words. 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2505: Biting Back 

"You little brat! He still dared to act tough when death was at hand! You said my heart breaking Gu is 

trash? I'll make you wail and beg for mercy, and regret for the rest of your life for acting tough!" 

Wu Shinan was furious. He clenched his fingers into a hand seal and held the heartbreak Gu at his 

fingertips. Then, he thrust it at Chen Xiaobei! 

"It's over ... It's really over this time ..." 

 Baili tiantu, Lockheed, six-eared macaque, and Zhao Yun were all in despair. 

The four of them could not save Chen Xiaobei. 

They could only watch as Chen Xiaobei's body was bitten into pieces by the heart shattering Gu. Finally, 

he turned into a pile of minced meat and spurted out of his smelly skin. He died without an intact 

corpse! 

"This kid is too arrogant! You really should be taught a lesson!" 

The old sorcerer squinted his eyes. He did not like Chen Xiaobei's frivolousness and power. 

But! In the next moment, the old sorcerer's eyes suddenly widened, and his pupils contracted 

uncontrollably, as if he had seen a ghost, revealing infinite shock and surprise! 

"Oh my God ... How did this happen? What ... What the hell is going on?" 

At the same time, Wu Shinan let out a shrill scream as his pupils contracted to the size of needles. His 

face was as pale as a sheet and cold sweat poured down his face like rain! 

"This ... This, this, this ..." 

Zhao Yun, six-eared macaque, Lockheed, and Baili tiantu were also dumbfounded. They could not 

believe their eyes. 

Who dared to think about it? 

Just as the heart breaking worm was about to be planted into Chen Xiaobei's body! 

The blood-red Bug had actually broken free from the shaman's control! 

Not only did it not enter Chen Xiaobei's body, but it turned around and bit the shaman instead! 

Through the wound, the heart shattering worm directly burrowed into the flesh of Wu Shinan's palm! 

"How did this happen ... Why did this happen ... Why? Why?" 

Wu Shinan was shocked and scared, his entire face contorted, " "I raised this heart breaking worm, why 

would it bite me? This was impossible! This was absolutely impossible! Ugh! Ah ..." 

As the saying goes, the ten fingers are connected to the heart! 
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The heart shattering Gu drilled into Wu Shinan's palm and immediately brought him a heart-piercing 

pain. It was so painful that he cried out in pain and his body trembled. 

"Li Shuo! Li Shuo, are you okay?" 

The old Sorcerer's face was filled with shock. He quickly held the Sorcerer man's hand and carefully 

examined the wound. 

 Mr. Wizard, please save me ... I ... I don't want to die ...  Li Shuo, the wizard, started to cry, his eyes filled 

with despair. 

"Don't panic! You're the chief shaman of our sky poison tribe, a genius of the Magus Dao that's hard to 

come by even in a thousand years. I'll definitely do my best to protect you!" 

The old wizard pulled Li Shuo and quickly walked out of the death cell, " "Run! Come with me to the sky 

poison Hall! Please, Grand shaman, take out the heart breaking Gu for you!" 

Before he finished speaking, the two of them left in a hurry. 

"What ... What is going on?" 

Zhao Yun and the other three looked at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

"Don't look at me. I didn't do it." 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled. 

"You didn't do it?" 

"Then why did the heartbreak Gu bug bite its master?" six-eared macaque asked. This doesn't make any 

sense!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " "They wanted to find the four-phase crystal, but they couldn't find it! 

This means that my space ring is not in their hands! Don't tell me that my interspatial ring will grow legs 

and run away by itself?" 

 you mean, someone took your space ring in advance? " "But who is that person?" asked Zhao Yun. 

"Xiao 'er!" Chen Xiaobei smiled. Come out! There's no one else here, you don't need to hide!" 

"Chi ..." 

Xiao 'er flew out from the dark with Chen Xiaobei's infinite space ring and infinite Beast Ring. 

 it's the waiter!?  Six-eared macaque was shocked. 

"That's right!" 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and smiled.  "This little fellow is immune to all poison! After we were poisoned 

and unconscious, it was still conscious!" 

"After that, when I woke up, the waiter wasn't by my side! At the same time, those sorcerer tribesmen 

didn't find the four-phase crystal!" 



"Thus, I was immediately certain that my space ring and myriad Beast Ring were taken by the waiter in 

advance!" 

 the point is, Xiao 'er is my spiritual beast. He is 100% loyal to me and will definitely follow the enemy 

here!  

 that's why when I heard that Li Shuo was going to use witchcraft on me, my heart did not waver at all. 

In fact, I even wanted to laugh out loud!  Chen Xiaobei laughed. 

"Master, why aren't you afraid of Wu Zhen with the waiter around?" Baili tiantu asked, confused. 

Lockheed was also in disbelief.  "Could it be that the broken heart Gu bit Li Shuo because of the waiter?" 

"Well said!" 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  Xiao 'er is the top of the ten most dangerous insects in the primitive 

times!  He could be considered the Supreme Overlord of the billions of insects in the Three Realms! A Gu 

worm was still a worm, facing the waiter's pressure, that heart breaking Gu naturally cowered like a 

dog! It will obediently do whatever the waiter tells it to do!" 

"Heavens! This is too awesome!" 

Baili tiantu gasped and said awkwardly, "  master, you weren't acting cool just now. You already had the 

whole situation under your control. Naturally, you can be domineering and smile at your enemies!  

"Young master is truly a godly man!" 

Lockheed also praised, "  I was worried that you would die. Now I know that everything is under your 

control. The one who is going to die is Li Shuo!  

"Don't praise me anymore!"  it's all thanks to Xiao 'er! You should be praising him!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

As soon as he said this, there was no need for anyone to praise him. The waiter was immediately 

overjoyed. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei was the person that Xiao 'er cared about the most. One word of 

affirmation from Chen Xiaobei was worth a thousand or even ten thousand words of praise from others. 

Of course, the reversal of the situation was all thanks to the waiter. Not only Baili tiantu and Lockheed, 

but even Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque were praising the waiter. They were praising him to the 

heavens! 

However, despite the praise, everyone was still worried after calming down. 

"Young master!" 

 although the enemy has temporarily retreated, we are still prisoners, " Lockheed said in a deep voice.  

the waiter will not detoxify us. The enemy will come back to deal with us sooner or later!  

"Yeah!" 



Baili tiantu was also nervous. You heard it too! Above Wizards were Wizards, and above Wizards were 

Grand Wizards! Once they have dealt with the heart breaking Gu, they will immediately return. At that 

time, we will be in deep trouble!" 

 heh, you've underestimated Xiao 'er's power!  

"I'm sure!" Chen Xiaobei said with a confident smile. A great disaster was imminent! Furthermore, 

within ten minutes, even that Grand shaman will have to come over obediently and beg me!" 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2506: Prophecy Coming True 

"Xiaobei, you're joking, right?" 

 that's right.  Zhao Yun frowned and said, " that shaman said that he's equivalent to a four-star earth-

god, which means that a shaman is at least equivalent to a five-star earth-god, while the Grand shaman 

is at least a six-star earth-god, or even a seven-star earth-god! Why would they come and beg you?" 

"Yup!" 

Six-eared macaque pouted and said, " Don't mess around! It's impossible for them to come and beg you! 

They would only take revenge on you! Let the waiter bite off the chain before they come, and we'll run 

as far as we can!" 

"Yes, yes, yes! Of the thirty-six Stratagems, the best strategy is to leave!" Baili tiantu nodded his head 

like a chick pecking at rice. He could not wait to leave immediately. 

Lockheed quickly advised,"young master!" This is a matter of life and death, so you can't be willful! Let's 

retreat first. Where there's life, there's hope!" 

"Heh, you guys underestimate me too much!" 

"I'll give you one more statement!" Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. Not only will the other party come 

back to beg me! After you're done, you'll even treat me as a guest of honor!" 

"This ..." 

No one believed him and they all looked at Chen Xiaobei strangely. 

He could not understand why Chen Xiaobei, who was usually so calm, would suddenly start 

daydreaming. 

It was already a blessing that the enemy did not kill them. Why would they come and beg Chen Xiaobei? 

And she was treating Chen Xiaobei as a VIP? 

Was this just daydreaming? She was simply a lunatic who hadn't taken her medicine! 

"Everyone, stop talking! There were footsteps! The enemy is back!" Six-eared macaque warned. 
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"It's over, it's over ... The enemy removed the heartbreak Gu so quickly!  we're dead ...  Baili tiantu 

sucked in a breath of cold air. His face instantly turned as pale as paper, and he looked like he had lost 

his soul. 

"Young master! Quickly tell the waiter to bite open the chain! Even if I have to die, I will protect you and 

let you leave! Hurry up! Otherwise, it'll be too late!" Lockheed gritted his teeth. He was willing to risk his 

life to protect Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei was not wrong to accept Lockheed! 

At this moment, even Zhao Yun could no longer remain calm."Xiaobei! What are you thinking? If we 

don't make a move now, we'll all be dead!" 

Before his voice had died away, more than a dozen figures filed in, all entering this small cell. 

These people were all old men with white hair and beards, including the old wizard from before. 

It was clear that these people were all Magi-level existences! 

In front of them was an even older man with an even more profound aura! 

This old man had silver hair and silver eyes. Although he didn't show any emotion, he gave people a 

feeling of transcendence! 

If he was not mistaken, this old man was the Grand shaman of the sky poison tribe! 

"We're dead! He's dead!  the enemy's experts are all out. They're taking revenge on us ...  Baili tiantu 

trembled and almost peed his pants. 

Although Zhao Yun, six-eared macaque, and Lockheed were not as timid as Baili tiantu, they were also 

very uneasy. They even began to despair. 

After all, the enemy had already appeared, and they were still fish on the chopping board, waiting to be 

slaughtered! 

However! 

The scene that appeared next was something that Zhao Yun and the others would never have imagined 

even in their dreams! 

"This young master!" 

Grand shaman took a step forward and looked at Chen Xiaobei with his silver eyes.  "You're also a 

member of my witchcraft path, right?" 

"That's right!" Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " "I know a thing or two about Voodoo, Voodoo, 

witchcraft, and body cultivation of the Voodoo race!" 

The dozen or so white-haired old Wizards looked at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

 I didn't expect that young master's attainments in witchcraft are so profound at such a young age!  Sky 

poison Supreme wizard praised. 



"Not profound, not profound!" Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, " "I only know a little about it!" 

"Young master is too humble!" 

 witchcraft is different from spirit beasts, " sky poison Grand Wizard said in a deep voice.  young master 

can make the heart shattering Gu bite back at Li Shuo. It's enough to show that young master's 

witchcraft realm is far above Li Shuo's!  

"Furthermore, the twelve Sky poison sorcerers and I have spent our entire lives researching on Voodoo 

Gu, but we were unable to help Li Shuo force out the heartbreak Gu! It's clear that young master's level 

of witchcraft is even above us!" 

As soon as he said that, the faces of sky poison great shaman and the twelve Magi all revealed ashamed 

expressions. 

No one would believe that he had spent his entire life researching Voodoo and witchcraft, and yet, he 

was not as good as a young kid like Chen Xiaobei. 

At the same time, Baili tiantu and Lockheed were both dumbfounded. 

No matter how imaginative they were, they would never have expected Chen Xiaobei to know 

witchcraft that they had never even heard of. And it was even more powerful than the silver-eyed Grand 

shaman who had lived for thousands of years. It was unbelievable! 

Zhao Yun was equally shocked. Before this, he knew that the heavenly court was afraid of the witch 

tribe, but he had no idea that Chen Xiaobei had already learned witchcraft! And it was already so 

powerful! 

Although six-eared macaque knew that Chen Xiaobei knew some Voodoo, it was only beginner level. It 

should not be stronger than Grand shaman sky poison! 

"With so many of you here, I don't think you're here to chat with me, right?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Of course not!" 

 Li Shuo is the chief shaman of our sky poison tribe, the number one genius among the younger 

generation. The future of the entire tribe depends on him. I would like to ask young master to spare his 

life and help him remove the heartbreak Gu!  sky poison great shaman said in a deep voice. 

"Heh, he wanted to kill me, and you're asking me to spare him! Do you think I'll agree to it?" Chen 

Xiaobei retorted. 

"Yes ... I know that this request is too much. That's why I brought the twelve Wizards here." 

Sky poison Supreme shaman calmed himself down and bowed to Chen Xiaobei.   I beg young master to 

be magnanimous and spare Li Shuo's life. From now on, the sky poison tribe will never be enemies with 

young master, and we will never hurt young master!  

"I beg young master to spare Li Shuo's life!" 

At the same time, the twelve old Wizards bowed to Chen Xiaobei and pleaded sincerely. 



 Zhao Yun, six-eared macaque, Lockheed, and Baili tiantu were all shocked by the scene before them. 

A moment ago, they thought that Chen Xiaobei was daydreaming. But now, not only sky poison 

Supreme witch, but the twelve Wizards also bowed and begged for mercy! 

Chen Xiaobei's earlier prediction came true! 

Zhao Yun, six-eared macaque, Lockheed, and Baili tiantu were instantly convinced by Chen Xiaobei! 

"Heh, seeing that you're all sincerely begging me, I'll show mercy and spare that guy's life!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled. Everything was under his control! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2507: Jiuli Ancient Clan 

Soon, Chen Xiaobei and the others were released from the prison, and the witch poison in their bodies 

was removed. 

Chen Xiaobei put on the infinite space ring and the infinite Beast Ring again. 

 Zhao Yun and the others also took back their storage bracelets. There was nothing missing from them. 

It wasn't hard to tell that these upper echelons of the sky poison tribe were all magnanimous, upright, 

and reliable elders. 

From the fact that they were collectively pleading for Li Shuo, it could be seen that they were very 

different from the higher-ups of the other forces. 

In today's world, the higher-ups of most forces almost didn't care about the life and death of the 

younger generation, and they wouldn't bow and beg others for the sake of the younger generation. 

Of course, it was precisely because the upper echelons of the heavenly poison tribe were upright in their 

conduct that everyone from the Grand shaman to the witch-disciple could obtain the sincere respect 

from the heart of the tribesmen. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei could guess that sky poison Supreme witch would come to beg him because he 

knew that the witch tribe people were simple and honest, and they were not cunning. 

If it was any other force, Chen Xiaobei would have asked Xiao 'er to bite off the chain and start fighting. 

Chen Xiaobei was willing to treat honest and upright people with sincerity because he knew that he 

could be friends with such people for life. 

…… 

In a tent made of animal skin, Li Shuo was lying on the bed. 

The intense pain made him shiver and he couldn't even stand up. 

"Young master! Please go and save Li Shuo!" 

Grand shaman sky poison said impatiently, "  if you need anything, just tell us. We will definitely satisfy 

you!  
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"I don't need anything." 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and walked up to Li Shuo. He clenched his right fist and waved it at Li Shuo. 

After a while, the blood-red Heart breaking Gu worm crawled out of Li Shuo's palm. 

Upon seeing this scene, sky poison great shaman and the twelve Magi were all dumbfounded, unable to 

believe their eyes. 

"Young master's witchcraft is at the peak!" 

"We old fogeys have racked our brains, but we can't do anything to that heartbreak Gu!" Grand shaman 

sky poison exclaimed. Yet, the young master had removed it with a wave of his hand! The gap! This is 

the difference!" 

The twelve Wizards nodded in agreement. They looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a God, full of shock 

and admiration. 

Baili tiantu and Lockheed were equally shocked. They were in awe of Chen Xiaobei. 

Only sister Yun and six-eared macaque were calm enough to see through the mystery. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei's witchcraft was only at the beginner level. Even a wizard apprentice would know 

more than Chen Xiaobei, let alone a witch. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to cause the heart breaking Gu to attack Li Shuo was all thanks to 

Xiao 'er. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei could easily remove the heart breaking worm was also because he was 

holding Xiao 'er in his right hand. 

With a wave of his hand, the waiter gave an order to the heart-breaking worm. The heart-breaking 

worm naturally crawled out obediently. 

 of course, Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque knew how strong the waiter was, so they were able to 

guess what was going on. 

As for the others, they all thought that Chen Xiaobei's witchcraft was so high that they could not 

understand it at all. Naturally, they were in awe of Chen Xiaobei. 

"Thank ... Thank you for sparing my life, young master ..." 

Li Shuo was an upright man. He could clearly distinguish between gratitude and grudges. He had just 

caught his breath, and he immediately thanked Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei had always been amenable to coaxing but not coercion. Seeing that Li Shuo had given in, 

Chen Xiaobei took out three earth-god herbs and said, "  apply it to the wound. The muscles that were 

bitten by the heart shattering Gu will recover in three to five days.  

 young master, you also know medicine?!  Li Shuo was shocked. 

Sky poison Supreme witch and the twelve shamans were equally surprised. They could not imagine how 

Chen Xiaobei could know so much at such a young age. 



"I only know a little about medicine." 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, "  fortunately, the speed of the heart shattering Gu's bite is slow, so 

your injuries are not serious. However, it's better to treat you as soon as possible!  

"Li Shuo thanks young master!" 

Li Shuo took the herbs with both hands, crushed them, and applied them on the wound as Chen Xiaobei 

had instructed. 

In the next moment, Li Shuo exclaimed, " "Heavens! This herb was too magical! The moment I applied it, 

my pain was greatly relieved! Furthermore, I can feel that my injuries are recovering bit by bit!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone was even more shocked. 

Sky poison Supreme shaman and the twelve shamans were stunned. Their eyes were wide open, and 

they looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a God. 

 alright, according to our agreement, I have already cured Li Shuo. Now, we should go!  Chen Xiaobei 

said. 

"Young master, please wait!" 

"If young master doesn't mind, I'd like to set up a banquet to thank young master for your kindness as a 

distinguished guest!" Sky poison Grand shaman said in a deep voice. 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and nodded."Alright! In any case, we still have to find the four 

elements capital city, and we can ask you for advice during the banquet!" 

Clearly, sky poison Supreme witch wanted Chen Xiaobei to stay not only to thank him, but also to tell 

him about the four element Royal City! 

Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to see through sky poison Supreme witch's thoughts, so he made it 

clear. 

Chen Xiaobei had nothing to worry about. He could reason with honest people. 

…… 

The banquet started. 

Sky poison Supreme witch asked Chen Xiaobei to sit at the main seat, his attitude very respectful. 

Zhao Yun and the others were also present. The twelve Wizards were all present. 

This was definitely the most prestigious banquet in the sky poison tribe. Chen Xiaobei and the others 

were treated as the most important guests! 

After three rounds of drinking, they were almost done with the formalities. 

Chen Xiaobei went straight to the point, took out the crystal and placed it on the table. 

"We were caught today because of this crystal!" 



Chen Xiaobei looked at sky poison Supreme witch and said, "  tell me the truth. What is the relationship 

between the sky poison tribe and the four Xiang Royal City? " 

Sky poison great shaman composed himself and said, "  this is supposed to be the top secret of the Jiuli 

tribe. But since young master Chen is also a sorcerer and our friend, I will not hide it from you.  

"The survivors of Jiuli?" Chen Xiaobei was surprised, but he immediately listened. 

"The nine Li ancient race is a branch of the ancient sorcerer race! There are a total of nine tribes and 

each tribe has nine families. Chi You is the chieftain of our Nine Li ancient tribe!" 

"In the ancient times, our Nine Li ancient clan had an incomparably glorious history!" Sky poison great 

shaman said. Heavenly Emperor Fuxi! The earth sovereign, Suiren! The human Emperor, Shen Nong! 

They were all from Jiuli! Houyi, Emperor Jun, Xihe ... They are all famous great sorcerers in the nine Li 

ancient tribe!" 

Not only Chen Xiaobei, but Zhao Yun and six-eared macaque were also shocked. 

Fuxi! Suiren! Shennong! 

The Three Sovereigns of the heaven realm were all from the nine Li Magus race? 

It was very likely that there was a great conspiracy behind this! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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Of course, Chen Xiaobei and Zhao Yun did not interrupt him. 

After all, sky poison great shaman was only a mortal. It was impossible for him to know what had 

happened a trillion years ago. 

Moreover, that was a secret that no one knew about a trillion years ago. 

 although the nine Li ancient tribe had a glorious history, they were helpless. At that time, a huge spatial 

catastrophe broke out and the Sorcerer tribe was completely annihilated. The nine Li ancient tribe also 

gradually declined!  

"Currently, there are still nine tribes in the vast mountains and seas, including our sky poison tribe!" Our 

ancestors were the nine major tribes of the Jiuli ancient tribe. Hence, we call ourselves the survivors of 

Jiuli." 

Chen Xiaobei, Zhao Yun, and six-eared macaque all nodded. 

During the primordial age, there were three immeasurable calamities. 

The first time, it was a battle to the death between the dragon-kind and the Phoenix-kind! The second 

time was a battle to the death between the Sorcerer tribe and the demon tribe! The third time was a 

deadly battle between the clan of enlightenment and the clan of severity! 

The catastrophe that sky poison great shaman had mentioned was the second immeasurable calamity! 
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The Wu tribe led by the twelve ancestors of sorcery and the demon tribe led by the eastern Emperor 

Taiyi had launched a world-destroying and earth-shaking Great War! 

In the end, the Sorcerer clan and the demon clan both suffered heavy losses and died. 

After that, the human race rose. 

Obviously, these secrets were not known to ordinary people. Only those who came from the Three 

Realms red envelope group knew a thing or two. 

For example, Baili tiantu and Lockheed were confused. 

 as for the relationship between us, the survivors of Jiuli, and the four Xiang Royal City, it has to be 

traced back to 30 million years ago ...  

"30 million years ago was when our nine great tribes were at their strongest!" Said sky poison great 

shaman. With a prosperous population, strong people emerging in large numbers, a strong foundation, 

and a stable rear, this gave rise to the ambition of the nine Grand shamans to conquer the world!" 

"Therefore, the nine tribes formed an alliance and elected the strongest warrior to become the Magus 

King! And in the vast mountains and seas, he would build an extremely magnificent Imperial City! MOVE 

9 billion Jiuli survivors into the city!" 

"Then, under the leadership of the Magus King, a powerful Magus Army was officially formed! 

Furthermore, we'll kill our way out of the vast mountains and seas in one fell swoop!" 

 this Army has gathered the most elite of the Jiuli tribe's survivors. They've never been a match for 

anyone in their path. Like a storm, they swept through half of the Nanzhan state!  

"However, even though the enemies outside are weak, the thieves inside are even more deadly! We've 

been betrayed by a traitor, and the enemy has found our capital!" 

At this point, sky poison Grand shaman could not help frowning, and his silver eyes were filled with Fury. 

"Our elite forces are all fighting with the Army! Only the old, weak, women, and children were left in the 

capital! When the enemy comes, it's like a tiger or a Wolf entering a flock of sheep!" 

"Those vicious and evil enemies are simply insane and devoid of humanity! They didn't care about men 

or women, old or young, they killed anyone they saw! Even a newborn baby wouldn't be spared!" 

"In ancient times, there were unspoken rules in Wars. Even if they wanted to massacre a city, they 

would not kill children who could not surpass the wheels! However, these enemies don't follow the 

rules at all. They are here to annihilate our Jiuli tribe!" 

"In that battle, blood flowed like a sea and corpses piled up like mountains! Of the nine billion people, 

I'm afraid less than 90000 managed to escape!" 

"After the shaman King heard the news, he personally returned to the city, but was ambushed by the 

enemy and died on the spot! The Army hundreds of millions of li away is like a group of Dragons without 

a leader. They are being defeated again and again, and in the end, only one in ten thousand can 

survive!" 



 after that, the survivors, worried that they would be hunted, divided themselves into nine tribes and hid 

in the vast mountains and seas, struggling to survive! 

"It is not until today that our Jiuli division has recovered a little! However, the nine tribes added 

together only have a total of 90 million people, which is only one percent of the size of that year!" 

Sky poison great shaman took a deep breath and tried his best to calm his anger. 

This blood feud of massacring a city and exterminating a family was deeply imprinted in the hearts of 

every Jiuli survivor. Every time it was mentioned, they would be extremely angry. 

At this point, the truth had already surfaced. 

The four Xiang Royal City was actually the nine Li Royal City! The four element King was actually the nine 

Li Magus King! 

In order to conceal their identity as witches, they named themselves the 'four xiangs'! 

"I think I understand ..." 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, "  even now, the survivors of Jiuli are still afraid of attracting enemies. 

So, when Li Shuo found out that we were coming for the four Xiang Royal City, he poisoned us and 

captured us!  

"Yes, I am!" 

 that's right!  sky poison great shaman nodded.  there are more than a dozen marks in the crystal in 

front of you. They connect to the exact locations of our nine tribes. If the enemy gets their hands on this 

crystal, it'll definitely bring about another catastrophe!  

"You can rest assured!" 

 I got this crystal from the CAO family's treasure vault!  Chen Xiaobei said.  I don't think they've seen 

through the secret of this crystal!  In other words, other than me, no one else knows this route!" 

"This is good! This is good!" 

Sky poison Grand shaman finally heaved a sigh of relief and said,"Although I've only known young 

master for less than a day, I'm sure that young master is a friend, one of us!" 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  to be honest, I do have some connections with the witch tribe, and I have a 

good impression of them! I really hope that we will always be friends!" 

"We, the Sorcerer tribe, value friendship the most!" "As long as young master doesn't betray us, we will 

never betray young master!" Sky poison Grand shaman said solemnly. 

"Good! He didn't say much! Let time test our friendship!" 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " "Oh right! The enemies from back then had all attacked the four Xiang 

Royal City. They were very clear about the location of the royal city! If they come here, don't tell them I 

was the one who revealed the secret!" 

"I won't!" 



 no!  Grand shaman sky poison shook his head.  according to historical records and word of mouth from 

the older generation, it was the traitor who opened the space gate and used a huge Meru space to bring 

the enemy directly into the capital!  

 that's why the earth-god level magical formation guarding the capital didn't work and gave the enemy a 

chance to kill them!  

"The enemy is relying on a space gate to enter the capital, so they don't know the exact location of the 

capital," said sky poison great shaman in a deep voice. As long as young master destroys the crystal and 

keeps the secret, no one will ever know of this!" 

Chen Xiaobei's expression changed. 

"The enemy can open a spatial gate? It even has a huge Meru space?" 

Chen Xiaobei said, "  could it be that the enemy who wants to exterminate the entire Jiuli tribe is 

actually him? " 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2509: Heinous Crimes 

"Young master Chen! What are you talking about? Do you know who our enemy is?" 

Sky poison Supreme witch frowned and looked at Chen Xiaobei with confusion. 

Chen Xiaobei asked, " "You don't know?" 

"I don't know ..." 

"Back then, our Nine Li Army swept through the Nanzhan state, and our enemies were as many as the 

hair on an ox!" Grand shaman sky poison said in a deep voice. The Army that entered the city was made 

up of hundreds or even thousands of forces. It's impossible to determine who is the mastermind behind 

this!" 

"If I'm not wrong ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes were serious as he said, "  the man who gathered thousands of forces to annihilate 

the entire Jiuli tribe should be called Xu Fu!  

"Xu Fu? Who is that?" 

As soon as he said that, everyone around him was confused. 

Even six-eared macaque and Zhao Yun did not know that Xu Fu was originally the demon Slayer celestial 

Lord of the heavenly court. He had descended to the mortal world to kill Bai Qi! 

In the end, Bai Qi did not die and had even hidden himself! 

In the end, because Xu Fu had helped the Jade Emperor plot against Ying Zheng, the Jade Emperor 

forbade Xu Fu from returning to the heaven realm, for fear that the secret would be leaked. 

Of course, in order to stabilize Xu Fu's position, the Jade Emperor had also secretly given Xu Fu a lot of 

benefits over the years. 
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That was why Xu Fu stayed in the human world obediently and even worked for the Jade Emperor and 

the clan of enlightenment. 

Chen Xiaobei's guess that the mastermind was Xu Fu was also because of this! 

The space gate opened by the enemy was most likely a magical treasure similar to the returning 

bracelet! The enemy's huge Meru space could be a Dharma Treasure similar to the verdant Emperor's 

divine gourd! 

These two Dharma Treasures were absolutely non-existent in the human world! 

In addition, sky poison great shaman had also said that the enemy didn't care about the rules of war at 

all. When massacring the city, they would kill anyone they saw, regardless of gender or age! 

The reason why they were so ruthless was that the Sorcerer tribe was an absolute taboo to the heavenly 

court! They were a foreign race that must be exterminated! 

If Xu Fu was not the mastermind behind the scenes, why would the enemy not even let go of an infant? 

Based on the above points, it was highly possible that Xu Fu was the mastermind behind the horrifying 

massacre back then! 

Those enemies who massacred the city were naturally guilty of the most heinous crimes! However, the 

mastermind behind this was even more evil and inhumane! 

The heavenly court said that the Sorcerer tribe was not good. Was it true? 

The heavenly court wanted to exterminate the Wu tribe, but did they really deserve to die? 

Obviously, the answer was no! 

Although the heavenly court was high and mighty, it was extremely common for them to be selfish, 

distort the truth, and frame good people! 

If the mastermind was really Xu Fu! Then, even the high and mighty heavenly court would have to bear a 

huge sin! 

He didn't even let an infant off! 

This was definitely not helping the heavens, but a clear act of evil! 

Of course, all of this was just speculation. Chen Xiaobei had to find more evidence to confirm it. 

Perhaps, if he could find Xu Fu's old rival, Bai Qi, he would be able to uncover the secret of that year! 

Bai Qi's God-slaying sword was in Chen Xiaobei's hands. If Chen Xiaobei wanted to, he could go and find 

Bai Qi at any time! 

However, what Chen Xiaobei wanted to do now was to find the ruins of the four element Royal City and 

build his own Royal City! 

"Young master Chen, why aren't you talking? Who is Xu Fu?" Grand shaman sky poison asked. 



Chen Xiaobei did not want to go into details, so he declined, " "It's a long story about this person! 

Moreover, I'm just guessing, and I don't have any evidence! So, let's not mention him anymore. We'll 

talk about it when we have evidence!" 

"Alright, since Childe Chen doesn't want to talk about this person, then let me ask you another 

question!" 

Sky poison great shaman composed himself and asked,  young master, please tell me the truth. Why did 

you go to four element Royal City? " 

Chen Xiaobei did not hide anything and said, " "I want to build my own Imperial City on top of the ruins 

of the four elements Imperial City. I want to conquer the four corners of the world and unify jambu! He 

might even unify the earth-god Realm!" 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

Everyone was shocked by his words. 

Even the powerful sky poison great shaman and the twelve Magi were stunned, not daring to believe 

their ears! 

"Childe Chen ... You've gone too far with your joke!" 

"Back in the day, Jiuli had nine billion people and an unprecedented national power, but in the end, we 

only controlled half of Nanzhan state! Right now, including young master Chen, you only have five 

people. What do you have to unify jambu? Not to mention unifying the earth-god Realm!" 

"Young master Chen! It's normal to be young and frivolous, but you've gone too far! I advise you to calm 

down, everything must be realistic! Otherwise, your frivolity is just daydreaming and boasting! You'll 

only be laughed at!" 

It was obvious that neither sky poison Supreme witch nor the twelve shamans believed Chen Xiaobei! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei's actions were too scary! With a normal person's thinking, it would be a wonder if 

they could believe it! 

"I'm not joking!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "Perhaps you all think that I'm daydreaming and bragging! But I can tell you with 

certainty that time will prove everything for me! I, Chen Zhufeng, will do what I say!" 

As soon as he said that, Chen Xiaobei's body suddenly exuded the overbearing aura of an Emperor! His 

words carried enormous weight and were unquestionable! 

"Hiss ..." 

Sky poison dark shaman and the twelve shamans gasped. They felt as if there was an earthquake in the 

depths of their hearts. They were shaken by Chen Xiaobei's aura! 

One had to know that sky poison great shaman and the twelve Magi were the core upper echelons of 

the sky poison tribe. They were all elites who had lived for thousands of years. What storms and waves 

had they not seen? 



Even in the face of life and death, their state of mind would not be so shaken as it was now, even to the 

point of collapse! 

"What a terrifying pressure! Who exactly was young master Chen? At such a young age, how could he 

have the aura of an Overlord? It's simply unbelievable!" 

Sky poison great shaman and the twelve Magi were instantly stunned. 

The shock that came from the depths of their hearts made them realize that Chen Xiaobei was not as 

simple as he looked! 

Perhaps, one day in the future, Chen Xiaobei would be able to realize his dream of creating a world-

shaking Empire! 

"Seniors of the Sorcerer tribe!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "I must get the ruins of the Jiuli capital city! You can state any conditions you want, 

and I will definitely satisfy all of them!" 

Sky poison great shaman swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, " "Young master Chen! The remains 

of the Imperial City is the Holy Land of us, the survivors of Jiuli. No matter how many benefits you give 

us, we will not exchange!" 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and asked seriously, " "Strictly speaking, I can be considered half a wizard! Now, 

as a friend and a member of the same clan, I would like to ask you if there's really no room for 

discussion on this matter." 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2510: Nine Li Ancient Tower 

"This ..." 

Sky poison Grand shaman was stunned and said hesitantly,"Young master Chen, why did you say that 

you are half a witch?" 

"Because of the bloodline!" 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei said, " the blood of the witch tribe flows in my body! Isn't this considered half a 

wizard?" 

Chen Xiaobei had the witch Dragon bloodline! He could be considered a member of the human race, the 

wizard race, and the Dragon race! 

"Is this true?" 

Sky poison Grand shaman's eyes brightened and he said seriously,  if young master Chen really has the 

blood of the Sorcerer tribe in him, then you will have a chance to enter the Jiuli capital city!  

"What should I do?" Chen Xiaobei was excited. 

"As long as you become the nine Li Magus King, you will be able to live in the ruins of the Imperial City. 

Furthermore, you will be able to command all the survivors of Nine Li to work for you!" 
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"Become a Magus King?" Chen Xiaobei asked, " "Then, what should I do?" 

"Display your sorcery Dao abilities and convince the nine Grand shamans," said Grand shaman."This 

way, you'll be an honorable King above the nine Grand shamans!" 

"As long as the nine Grand shamans are convinced, then it's fine?"  what? " Chen Xiaobei asked, " what if 

the people are not convinced? what should we do? " 

"You don't have to worry about that!" 

"The people of the Sorcerer tribe are extremely devout to their faith. If you can obtain the 

acknowledgment of the Grand sorcerer, you can also obtain the acknowledgment of everyone in the 

nine tribes!" 

"Understood!" 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " let's start with you!  What can I do to make you convinced?" 

"Aren't you a little too impatient?" 

"The election for Nine Li's Magus King is a solemn ceremony!" He had to inform the nine tribes and let 

everyone know! He also wanted the nine Grand shamans to gather together and be each other's 

witness! The point is, we'll have to do a blood test first! Outsiders can't become Magus Kings!" 

"So troublesome ..." 

"Can you ask a few Grand shamans to come over tomorrow?" Chen Xiaobei asked. I'm in a hurry!" 

"Uh ..." 

Sky poison Supreme wizard was stunned and said in embarrassment, " "If Childe Chen insists, I can give 

it a try, but I can't guarantee that all the Grand Magi will be present. After all, there are a few Grand 

Magi who have bad tempers and might not give me face ..." 

"Alright! Then you can try and invite them here as soon as possible!" Chen Xiaobei could not wait to 

enter the ruins tomorrow and rebuild the Imperial City! 

 since Childe Chen is in such a hurry, let's go to the Jiuli ancient tower for a blood test.  

"After all, bloodline is the most important condition," said Grand shaman sky poison."If young master 

Chen doesn't have the bloodline of the Sorcerer clan, then there's no need for me to invite other Grand 

shamans." 

"Alright! Let's set off now!" Chen Xiaobei stood up immediately. He did not want to wait another 

second. 

…… 

They left the banquet tent. 

Sky poison great shaman and the twelve Wizards summoned their flying mounts. 



These mounts were all at least five-star earth-god level, and sky poison dark shaman Lord's giant 

Flaming Feather battle Eagle was even as high as a six-star earth-god level. 

With these high-level flying mounts around, Chen Xiaobei and the others did not need to take out their 

flying magical equipment. They just hitched a ride and it was even faster. 

After a while, they had already traveled tens of thousands of miles! 

On an extremely high mountain peak, there was a stone tower with a strange shape! 

It looked like a Lighthouse, but also like a giant torch. 

That's right, this was their destination, the Jiuli ancient tower! 

Soon, the flying mounts landed and the group gathered in front of the ancient tower. 

"Why do you have to come here for a blood test? Is there any special meaning to this?" 

Chen Xiaobei asked as he observed the nine Li ancient tower. 

 it's because the bloodline of our wizard tribe is very special. It's easy to make mistakes if we use 

ordinary methods to test it!  

"And this Nine Li ancient tower has existed since ancient times," said sky poison great shaman."It has 

never been wrong when it comes to testing the Sorcerer tribe's bloodline! Only the results of the test 

here can convince the people of Jiuli!" 

Chen Xiaobei's test results were not just for one or two people, but for all the people of Jiuli. 

If he wanted everyone to believe him, he had to use the Jiuli ancient tower. 

This was a custom of the Jiuli tribe that had not changed since ancient times. 

Only the results from the Jiuli ancient tower were the most convincing. 

"What should I do?" 

Chen Xiaobei asked impatiently. 

 the ancient Pagoda is sentient. Young master Chen only needs to place his hand on the pagoda, and the 

ancient Pagoda will light up as soon as it senses the witch tribe's bloodline!  

"By the way, the purer the bloodline, the higher the rank, and the brighter the spiritual light!" Sky 

poison great shaman paused for a moment and said. 

Chen Xiaobei asked, " "They are all of the witch race's bloodline, so why are there still different levels?" 

"Of course there's a difference!" 

"The moment a wizard ancestor is born, they have the strength of a Dragon and an elephant!" Sky 

poison Supreme witch explained. The moment a senior Magus was born, they would have copper skin 

and iron bones! This was the difference between bloodlines! The nine Li ancient tower can sense it, so 

you must be mentally prepared!" 



"Mentally prepared?" Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  "Prepare what?" 

Upon hearing this, sky poison great shaman seemed to be in a difficult position, not knowing what to 

say. 

On the contrary, the twelve Magi around them started to discuss. 

"Back then, when the nine Li Magus King did a blood test, the ancient Pagoda's spiritual light was 

unprecedentedly bright, illuminating a 3000-mile radius of the mountain! And the nine Grand shaman's 

blood tests only allowed the spiritual light to shine within a radius of three hundred li!" 

"When Wizards and apprentices test their blood, the spiritual light will not exceed a radius of 100 

meters! If it was a blood test for an ordinary person, the spiritual light would not be released and would 

only flicker dimly on the pagoda!" 

 Childe Chen is a human. Although he has the blood of the Sorcerer tribe, it can't be pure. Naturally, his 

level is not too high. It's very likely that he's only at the level of an ordinary person!  

"If that's the case, then there's no need to invite the other eight Grand shamans! After all, some people 

don't have a good temper and don't even give face to our sky poison Supreme witch. They'll definitely 

fly into a rage after making a long trip!" 

"Well said! If Childe Chen is of commoner blood, those hot-tempered ones will definitely punish our 

Lord sky poison!" 

Although the crowd was not very loud, Chen Xiaobei could still hear them clearly. 

Chen Xiaobei understood what she meant. He looked at sky poison Supreme witch and said, " "So you 

told me to be mentally prepared because you were afraid that my bloodline's level was too low, causing 

the whole plan to fail?" 

"Yup ..." 

"If you want to become a Nine Li Magus King, bloodline is the first condition!" Grand Wizard sky poison 

said with certainty. It's impossible for the nine Grand shamans to be convinced by the heart of a 

commoner!" 

"If young master Chen's bloodline can't stimulate a spiritual light that surpasses the level of Grand 

shaman, even if this old man is thick-skinned enough to invite, the other Grand shamans will definitely 

not come!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and asked, " "Grand shaman level spiritual light can illuminate a radius of three 

hundred miles, right?" 

"Right!" Sky poison Grand shaman nodded. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " "I think it shouldn't be difficult!" 


